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PRAXAIR SUPPORTS APPROPRIATED EXTENSION OF FEDERAL HELIUM PROGRAM AS ONLY
VIABLE SOLUTION BEFORE FUNDING EXPIRES
DANBURY, Conn., August 27, 2013 – As a longtime participant in the Federal Helium Program, Praxair, Inc. (NYSE:
PX) today called on Congress to extend funding to the critical, revenue-positive program through Fiscal Year 2014.
Funding for the Federal Helium Program run by the U.S. Department of the Interior’s Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) is set to expire on October 7, 2013, which will force the suspension of operations at the Federal Helium
Reserve and restrict market access to nearly 30% of the world’s helium supply.
Authorities at the BLM issued notification to helium refiners and others who have contracts related to the Reserve,
including Praxair, that without an appropriation by the end of September 2013, they will begin the process of shutting
down Reserve operations. The BLM estimates that a shuttered Federal Helium Reserve will cost the American
taxpayer as much as $500,000 per day in lost revenue and incurred expense, which is a tiny fraction of the impact it
will have on the U.S. and global economies.
“The continued operation of the Federal Helium Reserve has substantial implications for the global helium market and
for the medical, electronics and automotive industries whose applications such as MRIs, fiber optics and airbags
depend on a reliable supply of helium,” said Dr. Amer Akhras, general manager, Helium and Rare Gases, Praxair, Inc.
Praxair has actively worked with longtime partners at the BLM and with Congress to preempt any potential shutdown.
While supportive of efforts taken by the House and the Senate to identify efficient and appropriate opportunities to
continue the program, the significant differences in their approaches make a legislative solution unlikely before the
BLM’s deadline at the end of September.
“An appropriation is now an absolute necessity in order to avoid global market disruption, assure continued access to
helium, and ensure that the current, revenue-positive program continues to meet American industry and taxpayer
needs,” continued Akhras.
Praxair’s strong commitment to the development of a reliable helium supply chain is demonstrated by its investments
of approximately $500 million in plants and equipment required to access, process, refine, and deliver to market
helium sourced from the Federal Reserve operated by the BLM. Additionally, Praxair owns helium currently held in
the Reserve and has contracts with the Federal government for storage in the Reserve through Fiscal Year 2015.
###
>> About Praxair
Praxair, Inc., a Fortune 250 company with 2012 sales of $11 billion, is the largest industrial gases company in North and South
America and one of the largest worldwide. The company produces, sells and distributes atmospheric, process and specialty gases,
and high-performance surface coatings. Praxair products, services and technologies are making our planet more productive by
bringing efficiency and environmental benefits to a wide variety of industries, including aerospace, chemicals, food and beverage,
electronics, energy, healthcare, manufacturing, metals and many others. More information about Praxair, Inc. is available at
www.praxair.com.
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